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In this paper we give some geometric criteria (analogous to Wiener’s, Poincark’s 
and Zaremba’s criteria for the Laplacian) for the regularity of boundary points for 
the Dirichlet problem relative to a class of partial differtial operators of the form 
c;=, q, fuhilhng Hormander’s condition. 0 1987 Academic PIUS, h. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 0, be an open connected subset of R”, n > 3; let X,, X,,..., X, be 
smooth real vector fields defined on Sz,. By b,, cj (i,i = 1,2,..., v) we denote 
smooth real function defined on 52,. In this paper we study the class of par- 
tial differential operators of the form 
L= i J$+ i b,[Xi,Xj]+ i cjXj 
j=l i,j= 1 j=l 
(1) 
satisfying the following hypotheses: 
(i) L is not totally degenerate in any point of Go, i.e., the coefficients 
of the principal part of L are not all equal to zero in any point of Q,. 
(ii) The Lie algebra generated by X,, X,,..., X, has dimension equal 
to n in every point of 52, (as is well known, this hypothesis assures that L is 
hypoelliptic; see [lo]). 
(iii) There exist 8, 0* E C* (a,, Iw) such that 8, 6* > 0 in QO; L8 c 0 
and L*8* CO in Go, where L* is the formal adjoint operator to L. 
Let Q EP, be an open set and p a Radon measure on Q. Since L is 
hypoelliptic, if h has a density in P(Q) and Lu= ,u in Q’(Q), then 
UE P’(Q). In particular, if Lu = 0, then u E C*(Q). We say that a function 
UE C”(Q) is L-harmonic in Sz (UE ‘H(B)) if Lu =0 in 51. The hypotheses 
on L allow us to prove that the harmonic sheaf ‘H gives to any bounded 
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open set w c UT, c Sz, the structure of elliptic b-harmonic space in which the 
Brelot convergence axiom holds (see [2, 8, 9, 31). Therefore, for any boun- 
ded open set Sz E 0 c 52, and for any cp E C(XI), the Dirichlet problem 
Lu=O on Q; ulan=cP (2) 
has a generalized solution Hz in the sense of Perron and Wiener (see [ 33). 
A point y E ~22 is L-regular if for any 40 E C(X?), lim, ~ x ‘~ Hz(x) = cp( y). 
Let o be an open bounded set, o CW G 52,; suppose that for any ye aw 
there exists an outer normal vector for o in y, noncharacteristic for L. 
Then (see [2]), for any fe C(o) and (PE C(aQ) there exists a unique 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
Lu= -f on 0; 4l%Ll=(P. (3) 
In [2] it is proved that there exists a basis for 52, made of such open sets, 
and furthermore the solution of (3) with cp = 0 can be represented in the 
form 
4x)=/ sky)f(y)dy for any x E 0. (4) <II 
g is called the Green function for w relative to L. g is a lower semicon- 
tinuous function, smoothed out of the diagonal of w x o, and 20 on 
w x w. Since x --) g(x, ,v) is L-superharmonic, we infer from Corollary 3.1 of 
[2] that g(x, y) > 0 for any (x, y) E o x o. 
Let A be a compact subset of w; let u E S+(w) (superharmonic, 3 0). We 
Put 
Rt= {uES+(W)ju>~onA} 
R,A = inf v 
llER$ 
and denote by & the greatest lower semicontinuous function less or equal 
to R;4. I?: is called the capacitary potential of A in w. 
There exists a unique measure pLA EM+(W) such that & = 
SW g( . , y) dpA ( y) (see [9, 133); pA is called the capacitary distribution of A 
in o. A is polar if there exists a positive superharmonic function such that 
A sf -‘( ( + cc }); this condition is equivalent to pa = 0 and to I?< - 0 on o 
(see [ 1, 31). The numer W(A) = pLA (A) is called the capacity of A in o. 
To any operator (1) which we consider, we can attach a distance d which 
is as natural for L as the Euclidean distance is natural for the Laplace 
operator. The distance d is defined, in several equivalent ways, by Nagel, 
Stein, and Wainger [12] and Fefferman and Phong [4] for operators with 
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smooth coefficients. Franchi and Lanconelli define and use that distance in 
the case of operators with non-smooth coefficients. The distance d can be 
defined in the following way: A continuous curve y c 8, is X-admissible if: 
(i) y is piecewise Cl. 
(ii) Each piece C’ f o y is an integral curve of one of the vector fields 
*x1, fX,,...> *x,. 
If y: [0, T] + Sz, is a parametrization of y which fulfills (i) and (ii), we 
put I(y) = T. 
The hypothesis on the rank of 9(X,, X2,..., X,) allows us to prove that 
for any x, y E Q, there exists an X-admissible curve y joining x and y (see [7, 
Chap. 181 ), so we can define 
d(x, y) = inf{ I(y)ly is X-admissible and joins x and y}. 
Some properties of d which we shall use in the following are: 
(5) 
(i) For any compact subset Kc Q, there exist C, c and E > 0 such 
that, for any x, y E: K, 
clx-yl<d(x, y)<Clx-yl” (6) 
(see [12, Proposition 1.11 and [4]; ( . ( denotes the Euclidean norm on 
ET). 
(ii) (Doubling Property) For any compact subset KG Sz, there exist 
C>O such that for any xEK and 6>0 
P(w% 26)) G wL(e, 6)) (7) 
( [ 12, Theorem 11; p denotes the Lebesgue measure on 68”; now and in the 
following, S(x, r) denotes the sphere in the metric d with centre x and 
radius r). 
Nagel, Stein, and Wainger [12] and Sanchez-Calle [14] have proved a 
very precise estimate for the Green function of the operators (1 ), in terms 
of the distance d (see Theorem 3 of Section 2). Making use of that result 
and of an earlier theorem of ours [ 13, Theorem 141, in Section 2 we prove 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of boundary points, 
analogous to the Wiener criterion for the Laplace operator (Theorem 1). 
We also give two geometric criteria for the regularity of boundary points 
which, in the case L = A, contain respectively Poincart’s outer sphere con- 
dition and Zaremba’s cone property one (Theorem 9 and Corollary 10). 
In Section 3 we apply the results of Section 2 to the differential operator 
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pointing out that, because of the different geometry of the spheres in the 
distance d in comparison with the Euclidean spheres, some points which 
are regular for L, = A are not regular for L, (m > 1 ), and vice versa: in 
particular, if D is an open set which is defined in a neighbourhood of 0 by 
xf + x: < exp( -2/x,), xi > 0, we shall show that 0 is L,-regular for Q, for 
any m 2 1, while, as it is well known, 0 is not regular for LO = A (in fact, 
the complement of Q is, in a neighbourhood of 0, a Lebesgue spine). 
2. REGULARITY THEOREMS FOR THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
The main result of this section is Theorem 1, which gives a charac- 
terisation of regularity of boundary points for the Dirichlet problem 
relative to L, analogous at all to the Wiener criterion for the Laplace 
operator (see [ 111). 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of Q,, with 0 E Sz,,; let y E aQ. Let L be 
the differential operator (l), and d the distance (5). Let 1 E 10, l[. For any 
ke No we put 
a;= {xEQ’l~k+‘~d(x,y)~~k} (8) 
(a’ is the complement of a in a,). Let w be a neighbourhood of y 
endowed with a Green function g. In the harmonic space generated by L 
on w we denote by V the function “capacity” relative to o and, for any 
k E N,, by Vk and pk the capacitary potential and distribution of &;, 
relative to o, too. In the following we shall always say “capacity” and 
“capacitary potential” relative to 0. 
THEOREM 1 (Wiener criterion). The following statements are 
equivalent : 
(a) y is L-regular for IR. 
lb) Ckm,o V,(Y)= +a. 
(cl CF43 uZk wQ;)/P(~(Y, 0) = + co. 
Remarks. (1) Conditions (b) and (c) do not depend on the choice of 
A E IO, l[ and of the neighbourhood o of y, because this is true for (a). 
(2) Theorem 1 is still true if we replace d with another distance d’ 
equivalent to d. This claim follows from the fact that, because of the 
doubling property for the measure of the spheres, in the estimate of the 
Green function we shall use to prove Theorem 1, we can replace d with d’. 
We premise some propositions and lemmas to the proof of Theorem 1. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let s2, w be open sets with Green functions relative to L, 
G and g, respectively; let 6 E 0. Then, for any compact subset, K of o there 
exists C > 0 such that, for any x, y E K, 
Ax, Y) G (3x9 Y 1 G Cg(x, Y )- 
Proof. For any y E o we have L( g(., y)) = -6,; L(G(., y)) = -6, 
in 9’(w); therefore h, = G( ., y) - g( *, y) E H(o); furthermore 
lim inf 03x-z g(x, y) = 0 for any z E &u, because g(., y) is an L-potential in 
o; thus lim inf w 3 x --t z h,(x) > 0 for any z E dw; by the minimum principle it 
follows that h,(x) > 0 for any x E o and then g(x, y) < G(x, y). Now, let K 
be a compact subset of w and a* a bounded open set such that 
Kc&?* s a* 5 o. If C>O, we have L(Cg(*, y) - hy) < 0 in 9’(w). If we 
choose 
G(5, rl) c> sup - 
‘;faF g(t-9 rl) 
it results that Cg(x, y) - h,(x) 2 0 for any x E &?*; by the minimum prin- 
ciple Cg(x, y) -h,,(x) 2 0 for any x E K; from that the second inequality 
follows. 1 
The most important tools needed to prove Theorem 1 are the following, 
Theorems 3 and 4 and Corollary 5. 
THEOREM 3. Let o c Q, be an open set with Green function g. For any 
compact subset KC o there exist c, C > 0 such that, for any (x, y) in a 
neighbourhood of the diagonal of K x K 
d2k Y) 
’ &W, 4x, Y))) 
d2(X, Y 1 
’ g(x’ ‘) ’ ’ ,u(S(x, d(x, y)))’ 
For the sake of brevity we shall express (9) by 
&4x, Y) r d2h Y) 
1L(% 4% Y)))’ 
(9) 
(10) 
This theorem follows from [ 12, Theorem 5] and [ 14, Theorem 11, keep- 
ing in mind Proposition 2 also. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let o be an open set with Green function g relative to L, 
and y E o. Then ( y} is polar in the harmonic space generated by L on o. 
Proof As x + g(x, y) is superharmonic and > 0 in o, it is enough to 
show that lim w 3 x-y g(x, y) = + 00. Let B(x, r) be the Euclidean sphere 
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with centre x and radius r. By (6) we have S(x, r)z B(x, r/c); thus 
,u(S(X, r)) < ,u(B(x, r/c)) z r”, and therefore, by (6), (7) and Theorem 2, 
g(x, Y) 2 
d2(x, Y) 
AS(x, 0, ~1)) 
>Constd(x,y))“-‘>Const Ix--yl-“(” “, 
from which follows lim osr+vg(x,y)= +a, as n23. I 
COROLLARY 5. Let 52, o and y be as in Theorem 1. Then y is L-irregular 
for .Q if and only if lim,. I, kf’n “(y) = 0 (?,, is the filter of compact 
neighbourhoods of y). 
Proof The claim follows straightforwardly from Theorem 14 of [ 131, 
keeping in mind Proposition 4. 1 
PROPOSITION 6. Let K be a compact subset of co. For any r > 0 suf- 
ficiently small, and for any x E K we have 
V(S(x, r)) g p(S(;:, ‘)). (11) 
Proof Let V, and pLs be the capacitary potential and distribution of 
S= S(x, r). As the constants are L-harmonic, the support of ,M~ is a subset 
of &S; moreover, by (6), x is an interior point of S, and then V,(x) = 1. 
Thus we have 
s r2 r2 r - dp,( y) (Theorem 3) =- as P(S) P(S) QYS), 
from which (11) follows. 1 
The foregoing results allow us to prove the following Lemma 7, which is 
the basic tool used to prove Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let K be a compact subset of co and y E w. For any a > 0 there 
exists C(a) > 0, depending only on a such that for any z, < E K, z # c, 
459 Y) ~ a j gk 4) < c(a) 
45, z) iG-6’ . 
(12) 
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Pro@ First of all, let a 6 1; by Theorem 3 and Proposition 6, and since 
FG F, = V(F) < W(F,), it follows that, if d(<, y)/d(t, z) < 1, then 
g(4,z) -” ~(~(T~ 459 Y))) < 1 
g(5, Y) @(S(<, 45 z))) ’ ’ 
and so (12) holds. 
Now, let IX> 1; it is suffkient to prove (12) assuming 
in this case we have 
by the “doubling property” of d. 1 
LEMMA& Let y~o and A~]0,1[. For any keN we put A,= 
{XEOllk+’ <d(x, y)<lk). Then there exists 01>0 such that, for any 
i,kEN, ifk, if <EA,; and ZEA,,, then d(5, y)/d(t, z) d a (and hence, by 
Lemma 7, AZ, 5Ygt.h 0 G C(a)). 
Proof Let <EA,~, ZEA~~, i # k; let us divide two cases: i > k and i < k. 
(1) Let i>k; then 
44i Y) 45, Y) 22’ 122+-k)- 1 1 
d(5,z)d(z,y)-d(~,y)~~2k+I-~2i=1_A2(i-k)-I~1_~’ 
(2) Let i < k; then 
45, Y) 45, Y) A2i 1 1 
~z)d(~,y)-d(y,z)~/22i+l_A2k=~-~2(k~i)~~_~2’ ----I 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) =z- (b) Let Cj& vk( y) < + co. Having fixed 
E > 0, let p E N be such that Cpzp V,(y) < E. Let U be a compact 
neighbourhood of Y such that Q’n U$M&QL. Then [3, 
Proposition 4.2.2 and Theorem 4.2.21 l?p’” ” d RIJk=rn; < CpXp Vk( y) < E; 
hence, by Corollary 5, y is irregular for Q. 
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(b) =z= (a) Let CFzO Vk ( y) = + co. In this case, either CpEO V,,(y) = 
+cc or CF=O VZk+,(-~)= +co; we suppose Cp=0 V,,(y)= +co. For any 
p, q E N P < q, let Fp,, = UYzp QL and vp,q be the capacitary potential of F. 
We will prove that 
there exists A > 0 such that, for any p E fV and for any q >p, q suf- 
ficiently large, we have uP,q ( y) > A. (13) 
Then if U is any compact neighbourhood of y, one obtains: for p suf- 
ficiently large and for any q > p, I;,,, E U; hence 
Rf’nu(y)2vp,,(y)>A. (14) 
By Theorem 3 it follows that y is regular for Q. 
Now we have to prove only (13). We define, for any z E w, 
up,, = i Vz,(z). (15) 
i=p 
Let z E F,,,.y. There exists k (p < k < q) such that z E Q;, and 
~p.,(4 = VZk(Z)-f i: V,;(z) < 1 + f V,;(z). 
i=p izp 
i#k i#k 
Denoting with pzi the capacitary distribution of Qii we get 
and, by Lemmas 7 and 8, 
where C is independent of z E F,,y and of p, q. 
Now, having fixed k # i, p < k < q, the inequality 
V*,(z) G CV*,(y) (16) 
is true in particular for any z E sZii; since Vzi is harmonic, hence continuous 
in w\&& there exists an open neighbourhood A,, of Q;, such that 
V2i(Z)~CVzi(y)+2~(i+‘) VZEAZ~ (17) 
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and so, if zE Azk 
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wP,Cf(z)G1+c t (v2i(.Y)+2-(i+1))<2+C f V*;(y)ECo(U). 
i=p i=p 
i#k 
Since this inequality is independent of k, it holds for any ZE A,,, = 
Uy,, Azi. Besides, the function wp,y is superharmonic in o, harmonic in 
(wP,Y 2 and tends to 0 on the boundary of o; then, by the minimum prin- 
ciple for superharmonic functions, one obtains u - w~,~/C~ > 0 in w\F,,, for 
any UE S’(w), ~2 1 in F,,,. Then, since y $ F,,, 
>It’p.yo= f v,i(y)(2+c 2 v,,o’ 
CO i=p ,=p 
and since CpeO I/,,(y) = + cc, we get u~,~( y) Z lj2C for q sufliciently 
large; this proves (13). 
(b)o (c). By Theorem 3, by the definition of 52; and by the doubling 
property of d, 
(the equivalence constants do not depend on k). Therefore the two series in 
(b) and (c) are both divergent or convergent. 1 
Now we prove directly two geometrical criteria of regularity that are well 
known in the case L = A. 
THEOREM 9. Let Q be a bounded open set, i;s E Sz,; let y E 852. If there 
exists C> 0 such that for any r > 0 sufficiently small p(Q’ n S( y, r)) >, 
Cp(S( y, r)), then y is regular for a. 
Proof. Corollary 5 is applied. Let U, and p, be respectively the 
capacitary potential and distribution of S( y, r) n 52’ with regard to w, a 
compact neighbourhood of y with Green function g; then we have, for any 
x E Q, u,(x) = j,,, g(x, z) dpl(z). In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient 
to show that there exists a constant C, > 0 such that u,(y) > Co for any 
r > 0 sufficiently small. 
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Let Sz: = Q’ n S( y, Y). Set, for x E o, u,(x) = (l/r’) In; g(x, 2) dz (dz is the 
Lebesgue measure). We have (C, ,..., C5 are constants) 
v,(y)=~j~,R(v.r)dz~C,j d2( Y, z) 
r2 D; PC(S(Y, 4x z))) 
dz 
c2 
s 
1 
‘7 q %(S(Y, 4x ~1)) 
dz& j 1 
r2 Q; @(Sty, r)) 
dz 
c3 PO-Z) ,~dS(yyr)),C 
=FV(S(y, r))’ r2 V(S(y, r))’ 5’ 
by Theorem 3, Proposition 6 and the hypothesis. 
Now, let x E S( y, 2r) and C, = S(x, 3rAk)\S(x, 3rik+ ‘), k E NO, 
% E 10, 1 [; we get 
g(x, z) dz =; f J‘ g(x, z) dz 
k=O ck 
d2(x, z) 
‘: k!. !*, p(S(x, d(x z))) 
dz (Theorem 3) 
9,.2;12” 
p(s(x, jrlk+ I)) /dstx, 3r’“k)) 
k=O 
(doubling property) = C”. 
Therefore ur is a nonnegative superharmonic function, harmonic out of 
Q:, u, = 0 in ao (because it is the potential of a measure with compact sup- 
port s 0); besides v,/C” d 1 in S( y, 2r). Then u,/C“ d U, in w. In par- 
ticular, u,(y) 3 u,(y)/C” 2 C,/C” for any r; hence, by Corollary 5, the 
claim follows. 1 
Remark. If L = A, the hypothesis of Theorem 9 is satisfied, for example, 
when there exists a cone with vertex y contained in Q’ (Zaremba’s cone 
condition [ 11, Theorem 8.271). 
COROLLARY 10 (Outer sphere property). Let 52 and y be as in 
Theorem 9. We suppose that there exist x E 0’ such that S(x, d(x, y)) E Q’. 
Then y is regular for 52. 
Proof: Set 2R = d(x, y). As in the proof of Proposition 2.10 of [6] we 
obtain that there exists C > 0 such that, for any r < 2R, ,u(Q’ A S( y, r)) 2 
p(S(x, R) n S( y, r)) > Cp(S( y, r)). Now the statement follows from 
Theorem 9. 1 
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3. APPLICATION 
As an example of application of the criteria obtained, we study the 
regularity of some boundary points of an open subset of R3, with regard to 
the operator 
(1) Let Q be an open subset of iR3 such that 0 E X?. Suppose that there 
exist a neighbourhood U of 0 and a continuous increasing function 
cp:lQ+-tlR+ with q(O)=0 and cp(r)=o(r”+‘) when r-+0, such that 
Q’nU={(x,,x,,x3)EUl(x:+x:)“2ap(x,)}. 
Then 0 is regular for 52 if and only if 
f il-*“kIlog #)I -1 = + CD. 
k=O 
(18) 
In particular, if for some A, C > 0 we have (p(5) = A exp( - CY -2”110g <I”), 
then 0 is regular if and only if CI d 1. 
By means of Theorem 2.6 of [S] it is possible to verify that, if XE R3 and 
d is the distance corresponding to L,, 
(19) 
Therefore we can also suppose 
S(0, r) = {(x,. x2, x3) E Et31 Ix, 1 < r; (xi + x:)“2 < rm+ ‘} 
(see (8)) 
(20) 
Q;={(x,,x2,X3)EUlAk+1<X1~~k;(X;+X:)1’2~(P(X,)}. 
Now, if x, y E Szb, we get 
where the equivalence constants are independent of k. The Green function 
of the operator L, with regard to an open set containing 0 (as we can sup- 
pose that U is) can be estimated, for (x, y) E 52; x Sz;; in the following way: 
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We can suppose that this estimate holds for every (x, y) in a 
neighbourhood Ak of Q;2;. By the minimum principle, if p E M+ (oh), we get 
Vxc A,. 
Then 
r(a;)iWM+(SZ;);j g,(x,y)dp(y)dlVxEAk . (21) 
4 
Let t=(51pt2,53)~R3 and PER\(O); we put 4.p=W1,t2,t3). Let 
BsR3; we put B.p = {t.p[teB}; besides, if BE U.,Imk and REM+ 
we put p’(B) = p( B. 1 pmk). Then, for every x E A,, 
Jpx, Y) 4(Y) = rmk ?‘,;. j.mk gob. Arnk, z) h’(z) (22) 
and hence 
where S$, is the electrostatic apacity, that is, the capacity relative to the 
Laplace operator. We explictly note that the equivalence constants in (23) 
are independent of k. To obtain an estimate for %‘,, (a;. ,Imk) we remark 
that S2h. Imk contains a prolate spheroid whose semi-axes have length 
equivalent (with constants independent on k) to Aktrn + ‘) along the rotation 
axis (i.e., the x,-axis) and to cp(Ak”) along the other two axes; moreover 
52;. Amk is contained in an ellipsoid with semi-axes equivalent to Akcm+ ‘) 
and cp(Ak). We note that by the hypothesis on cp, the largest semi-axes is 
the one along the rotation axis. From [I 1, p. 1891 we get that the elec- 
trostatic capacity of a prolate spheroid P having semi-axes a > h = c is 
ce,(P)=2 
( 
j”+‘(b*+s)-‘(u*+,)~“2d, --I 
0 > 
that is, 
~o(P)=2a(l-a~*b~)“*log((l+(1-a-*6*)”*)(1-(1-a~*6*)~~‘*) 
~ua)logbJ-’ if b = o(a) and a -+ 0. (24) 
Consequently, there exist c, C > 0 such that, for any k E N, 
cAkCm+ “[log cp(n”+ ’ )~~‘d~o((a;~I”k)~C~k(~+~)~logcp(~k)~~’ (25) 
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and so, by (23), denoted with C’ and c’ two further constants, 
c’Akllog cp(lk+‘)( -l <%(sz;) 6 C’lkllog cp(/F)l-‘. (26) 
Bearing in mind Theorem 1 and the fact that p(S(O, Ak)) z A.2mk+3k, we 
obtain that 0 is regular for 52 if and only if (18) is true. 
(2) Let Q be an open set, 52~ lR3, such that 0~8Q; let U be a 
neighbourhood of 0 such that 
Then 0 is irregular for &I. In fact, by (2O), Q; G Bk = {(x,, ~22, x3) E 
(k+l)(m+1)~X2~jlk(m+1). -AWm+l)<X <Ak(m+l). -lk(m+l) dx3< 
’ ” ’ p - 1 is the greatest integer number less or 
(i-l)2 k(m+l)2 < 
Bk,i= {(Xi, x*, X3)EBkIl(k+1)(m+1)+ 
, x2 < ACk+ ‘K~+ ‘) + iAk@“+ ‘) }. By (20) and by the fact 
that the distance d is invariant for translations in the plane x1 = 0, we note 
that every B,,; set is contained in a sphere of radius rk z jlk(“‘+‘) (the 
equivalence constants are independent of k). Therefore, by Proposition 6, 
+?(&) g i k(m + 1)(2m + ‘)- 2k(m +‘) and then, by the sub-additivity of capacity, 
%?(a;) 6 Es= 1 %(&) d COIlSt jlkcm+ “‘. So, the series (c) of Theorem 1 is 
bounded above by Ck:, Akm, and thus it converges. Then 0 is irregular for 
Q. 
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